Abstract. We consider the homogenization problem for general porous medium type equations of the form ut = ∆f (x, x ε , u). The pressure function f (x, y, ·) may be of two different types. In the type 1 case, f (x, y, ·) is a general strictly increasing function; this is a mildly degenerate case. In the type 2 case, f (x, y, ·) has the form h(x, y)F (u) + S(x, y), where F (u) is just a nondecreasing function; this is a strongly degenerate case. We address the initial-boundary value problem for a general, bounded or unbounded, domain Ω, with null (or, more generally, steady) pressure condition on the boundary. The homogenization is carried out in the general context of ergodic algebras. As far as the authors know, homogenization of such degenerate quasilinear parabolic equations is addressed here for the first time. We also review the existence and stability theory for such equations and establish new results needed for the homogenization analysis. Further, we include some new results on algebras with mean value, specially a new criterion establishing the null measure of level sets of elements of the algebra, which is useful in connection with the homogenization of porous medium type equations in the type 2 case.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the homogenization of a porous medium type equation of the general form (1.1) u t = ∆f (x, x ε , u),
with (x, y, t) ∈ Ω × R n × (0, ∞), and Ω ⊆ R n is a, bounded or unbounded, open set . Here f is a continuous function of (x, y, u) and f (x, y, ·) is locally Lipschitz continuous, uniformly in (x, y), and may be of two different types:
• In the type 1 case, f (x, y, ·) is a general strictly increasing function; this is a mildly degenerate case.
• In the type 2 case, f (x, y, u) has the form h(x, y)F (u) + S(x, y), where F (u) is just a nondecreasing function, which is not strictly increasing; this is a strongly degenerate case. Let us denote by G the strictly increasing right-continuous function such that F (G(v)) = v, for all v ∈ R. We consider the initial-boundary value problem where we prescribe an initial condition of the form (1.2) u(x, 0) = u 0 (x, x ε ),
and a boundary condition of the form (1.3) f (x, x ε , u(x, t)) | ∂Ω × (0, ∞) = 0.
Our analysis applies equally well to a more general, non-homogeneous, boundary condition of the form f (x, x ε , u(x, t)) | ∂Ω × (0, ∞) = β(x), for a function β ∈ C(Ω) ∩ H 1 loc (Ω), where CΩ) denotes the space of bounded continuous functions onΩ, and H 1 loc (Ω) denotes the space of functions defined onΩ, which multiplied by any function in C ∞ c (R n ) gives a function in the usual Sobolev (Hilbert) space of first order H 1 (Ω). We address the homogeneous case (1.3) just for conveniency.
For fixed (x, u) ∈ Ω × R, we will assume that f (x, ·, u) ∈ A(R n ), where A(R n ) is a general ergodic algebra, which means an algebra with mean value that is ergodic. An algebra with mean value (algebra w.m.v., for short) is an algebra of bounded uniformly continuous functions on R n , invariant by translations, each member of which possesses a mean value. It is said to be ergodic, roughly speaking, if, for any function ϕ ∈ A, the averages of the translates ϕ(· + y), in balls of radius R > 0, converge as R → ∞, in the norm of the mean value of the square of the absolute value, to the mean valueφ of ϕ. The most elementary example of an ergodic algebra is the space of continuous functions in R n , which are periodic in each coordinate ϕ(x + τ i e i ), i = 1, · · · , n, for certain constants τ i ∈ R, where e i are the elements of the canonical basis of R n . Another well known example is the space of almost periodic functions which may be defined as the closure in the sup norm of the space spanned by the set {e iλ·x : λ ∈ R n }, in the complex case, or the real parts of the functions in such space, in the real case (cf. [5, 4] ). Many other examples are known such as the space of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, the weakly almost periodic functions, etc.; we will comment a bit on such examples in Section 2, below. We recall that the theory of algebras w.m.v. and ergodic algebras was first developed by Zhikov and Krivenko in [37] (see also [23] ). Concerning the initial data in (1.2), we will, in general, assume that u 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω; A(R n )). We present two main results concerning the homogenization of the initial-boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2),(1.3).
Our first main result applies to an unbounded domain Ω and a general ergodic algebra A(R n ), but we have to restrict ourselves to initial data that are "well-prepared", that is, of the form u 0 (x, y) = g(x, y, φ 0 (x)), for some φ 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω), where, for all (x, y) ∈ Ω × (0, ∞), g(x, y, ·) is the strictly increasing right-continuous function satisfying f (x, y, g(x, y, v)) = v, for all v ∈ R.
Our second main result applies to a general initial data u 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω; A(R n )), but we have to compromise restricting ourselves to a bounded domain Ω and to an ergodic algebra A(R n ) which is a regular algebra w.m.v., examples of the latter being provided by the periodic, almost periodic, and Fourier-Stieltjes transform functions, the precise definition being left to Section 2.
Both main results (cf. Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, in Sections 6 and 7, respectively) establish, under the mentioned assumptions, the weak star convergence in L ∞ (Ω × (0, ∞)) of the entropy solutions u ε (x, t) of (1.1),(1. In the case where f is of type 2,ḡ(x, ·), defined by (1.5), may, in general, be discontinuous, which is a bad situation for defining preciselyf (x, ·), only from the knowledge ofḡ. In order to avoid such indetermination, we impose the additional assumption, concerning the functions h(x, y) and S(x, y) appearing in the definition of a pressure function of type 2:
(1.6) m ({z ∈ K : αh(x, z) + S(x, z) = v}) = 0, for all (x, v) ∈ Ω× R, with α belonging to the discontinuity set of G, where K is the compact space associated with the algebra w.m.v. A(R n ) and m is the corresponding probability measure in K (see, Theorem 2.1 below, established in [3] ). Under the assumption (1.6) the functionḡ(x, ·), defined in (1.5), turns out to be continuous and strictly increasing, and so is its inversef (x, ·), which means that the limit problem (1.4) has, in any case, a pressure function of type 1. This has the additional advantage of making much easier to check the uniqueness of the solution of the limit problem, since, for pressure functions of type 1, the notions of entropy and weak solutions coincide (cf. Definition 5.4).
Moreover, both Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 also give the existence of correctors, that is, both theorems assert that (1.7) u ε (x, t) − g(x, x ε ,f (ū(x, t))) → 0, as ε → 0 in L 1 loc (Ω × (0, ∞).
Again, to obtain (1.7) in the case where f is of type 2, we make essencial use of (1.6), which makes a study of sufficient conditions to guarantee this null measure property of great interest, and we obtain such conditions herein (cf. Lemma 2.3), as we will comment below. Before giving a brief idea of the techniques used to obtain the main homogenization results, Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, we make a further brief comment about assumption 1.6. This assumption leads us to the question about necessary conditions for the vanishing of the measure of level sets in K of an element of A(R n ), which is the subject of a general result on algebras w.m.v. proved herein (see Lemma 2.3 below). To illustrate this problem, we briefly exhibit here a very simple example in the periodic context. So, let us consider the homogenization of the strongly degenerate equation Such nonlinear flux function is a prototype for models of the so called Stefan problem (see, e.g., [12] ). Our homogenization analysis of such strongly degenerate equations implies in this simple case that the homogenized equation is u t = ∆f (u), So, although the equations to be homogenized are strongly degenerate, the homogenized equation is nondegenerate. The reason for this is basically the fact that the level sets of the periodic function ψ 0 defined above have Lebesgue measure zero. As remarked after the proof of Lemma 2.3 below, if A(R n ) is an algebra w.m.v. containing the periodic function ψ 0 , then small perturbations of the form ψ = ψ 0 + δψ 1 , with ψ 1 ∈ A(R n ), will satisfy the zero measure condition on the level sets in K, which yields a similar nice behavior of the homogenized equation.
Now we make some comments on the techniques used in the proof of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1.
For the proof of Theorem 6.1, the technique used goes back to the work of E and Serre [15] , on the periodic homogenization of the one-dimensional conservation law u t + (f (u) − V ( x ε )) x = 0 (see [2] , for a multidimensional extension to almost periodic homogenization), which in turn is inspired in the work of DiPerna [13] on the uniqueness of measure-valued solutions of scalar conservation laws. Although it requires the restriction to well-prepared initial data, the technique is otherwise very powerful, since it applies to any ergodic algebra, to unbounded domains, and it implies directly the existence of strong correctors. This method strongly relies on the concept of two-scale Young measures first introduced, in the periodic context, by W. E in [14] , as a nonlinear extension of the concept of two-scale convergence introduced by Nguetseng in [30] and further developed by Allaire in [1] . The extensions of two-scale Young measures to almost periodic functions and to general algebras with mean value were established in [2] and [3] , respectively.
Concerning the proof of Theorem 7.1, the method applied in this case is completely different from the one for the proof of Theorem 7.1 and it is based on the conversion of the homogenization of the nonlinear parabolic equation into the homogenization of a corresponding fully nonlinear parabolic equation, of a particular simple type, by applying the inverse Laplacian operator on the equation. To homogenize the corresponding particular fully nonlinear parabolic equation, we use ideas that go back to Evans [17] and Ishii [22] , among others. Here, the initial data do not need to be "well-prepared". On the other hand, because of the extensive use of the inverse Laplacian operator on the whole domain, we have to restrict the analysis to bounded domains. We also have to restrict the homogenization analysis to regular algebras with mean value. The latter is a concept introduced here, whose largest representative so far known is the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra studied in [20] . As pointed out in [20] , the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra strictly contains the algebra of perturbed almost periodic functions, whose elements can be written as the sum of an almost periodic function and a continuous function vanishing at infinity. Here, we give the easy proof of the fact that a regular algebra w.m.v. is ergodic. We further remark that, to obtain the corrector property (1.7), also in this case, essential use is made of the two-scale Young measures, combined with a clever argument by Visintin in [34] .
Before concluding this introduction, we would like to mention that in this paper we also make a detailed review and provide some new results on the existence and stability theory for degenerate parabolic equations of the type considered here. We do that because we need some specific results that are not proved elsewhere, also just to introduce some notations used later on, as well as in order to have our work the most self-contained possible.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the concepts of algebra w.m.v., generalized Besicovitch space and ergodic algebra. We also recall a general result established in [3] which relates such algebras and the translation operators acting on them with the continuous functions defined on certain compact spaces and certain groups of homeomorphisms of these compact spaces. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of regular algebra w.m.v., prove that these are ergodic algebras, and that this concept includes the Fourier-Stieltjes spaces FS(R n ). In Section 4, we briefly recall the general result of [3] on the existence of two-scale Young measures associated with a given algebra w.m.v. In Section 5, we provided a selfcontained discussion about the well-posedness of the the initial-boundary value problem with null pressure boundary condition for degenerate porous medium type equations. In Section 6, we prove Theorem 6.1 on the homogenization of (1.1) on an unbounded domain Ω, for a general ergodic algebra, under the restriction to well-prepared initial data. Finally, in Section 7, we prove Theorem 7.1 on the homogenization of (1.1) on a bounded domain Ω, for regular algebras w.m.v., but for general initial data.
Ergodic Algebras
In this section we recall some basic facts about algebras with mean values and ergodic algebras that will be needed for the purposes of this paper. To begin with, we recall the notion of mean value for functions defined in R n .
for any Lebesgue measurable bounded set A ⊆ R n , where |A| stands for the Lebesgue measure of A. This is the same as saying that g(ε −1 x) converges, in the duality with L ∞ and compactly supported functions, to the constant M (g). Also, if A t := {x ∈ R n : t −1 x ∈ A} for t > 0 and |A| = 0, (2.1) may be written as
We will also use the notation R n g dx for M (g).
As usual, we denote by BUC(R n ) the space of the bounded uniformly continuous real-valued functions in R n .
We recall now the definition of algebra with mean value introduced in [37] .
Definition 2.2. Let A be a linear subspace of BUC(R n ). We say that A is an algebra with mean value (or algebra w.m.v., in short), if the following conditions are satisfied:
(A) If f and g belong to A, then the product f g belongs to A.
(B) A is invariant under the translations τ y :
A is closed in BUC(R n ) and contains the unity, i.e., the function e(x) := 1 for x ∈ R n .
Remark 2.1. Condition (D) was not originally in [37] but its inclusion does not change matters since any algebra satisfying (A), (B) and (C) can be extended to an algebra satisfying (A)-(D) in an unique way modulo isomorphisms.
For the development of the homogenization theory in algebras with mean value, as it is done in [37, 23] (see also [8, 3] ), in similarity with the case of almost periodic functions, one introduces, for 1 ≤ p < ∞, the space B p as the abstract completion of the algebra A with respect to the Besicovitch seminorm
Both the action of translations and the mean value extend by continuity to B p , and we will keep using the notation τ y f and M (f ) even when f ∈ B p . Furthermore, for p > 1 the product in the algebra extends to a bilinear operator from B p × B q into B 1 , with q equal to the dual exponent of p, satisfying
In particular, the operator M (f g) provides a nonnegative definite bilinear form on B 2 . Since there is an obvious inclusion between elements of this family of spaces, we may define the space B ∞ as follows:
We endow B ∞ with the (semi)norm |f | ∞ := sup 1≤p<∞ |f | p .
Obviously the corresponding quotient spaces for all these spaces (with respect to the null space of the seminorms) are Banach spaces, and in the case p = 2 we obtain a Hilbert space. We denote by B p =, the equivalence relation given by the equality in the sense of the B p semi-norm. We will keep the notation B p also for the corresponding quotient spaces. 
We next recall a result established in [3] which provides a connection between algebras with mean value and the algebra C(K) of continuous functions on a certain compact (Hausdorff) topological space. We state here only the parts of the corresponding result in [3] that will be used in this paper.
Theorem 2.1 (cf. [3] ). For an algebra A, we have:
(i) There exist a compact space K and an isometric isomorphism i identifying A with the algebra C(K) of continuous functions on K.
The mean value on A extends to a Radon probability measure m on K defined by
which is invariant by the group of homeomorphisms T (y) :
A function f ∈ B 2 is said to be invariant if τ y f
The concept of ergodic algebra is then introduced as follows. A very useful alternative definition of ergodic algebra is also given in [23] , p. 247, and shown therein to be equivalent to Definition 2.3. We state that as the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [23] ). Let A ⊆ BUC(R n ) be an algebra w.m.v.. Then A is ergodic if and only if
where M y denotes the mean with respect to the variable y.
Remark 2.3. As examples of ergodic algebras, besides the trivial one of the periodic functions, the already mentioned example of the almost periodic functions, AP(R n ), and the larger space of the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, FS(R n ), which will be commented in Section 3, an even larger ergodic algebra, including all the just mentioned ones, is the space of the weakly almost periodic functions WAP(R n ), introduced by Eberlein, in [16] . This space is defined as the subspace of the functions in ϕ ∈ C(R n ), whose family of translates ϕ(· + λ), λ ∈ R n , is weakly pre-compact in C(R n ). Since weak convergence in C(R n ) is equivalent to pointwise convergence in C(K), whereK is theČech compactification of R n , generated by the algebra C(R n ), we easily see that WAP(R n ) is, indeed, an algebra, invariant by translations. Also, the fact that AP(R n ) ⊆ WAP(R n ), follows from a well known result of Bochner (see, e.g., [5] ), establishing the property of strong pre-compactness in C(R n ) of the translates, as equivalent to the definition of almost periodic functions. The theory developed in [16] shows, in fact, that WAP(R n ) is an ergodic algebra including FS(R n ). The latter inclusion is strict according to a result of Rudin in [33] .
The following lemma from [21] will be used subsequently, in our discussion about the measure of level sets of the elements of an algebra w.m.v. We give an outline of its proof for the reader's convenience. Lemma 2.2 (cf. [21] ). Let A(R n ) be an algebra w.m.v. in R n and ξ : R n → R n be a vector field such that
, where x(t; x 0 ) is the solution of
Then, for any g ∈ A(R n ) and t ∈ R, g • Φ t ∈ A(R n ), with Φ t (x) = Φ(x, t), Φ t extends to a homeomorphism Φ t : K → K, and Φ extends to a continuous mapping Φ : K × R → K.
Proof. The assertion is equivalent to saying that, for any
, for any T > 0. First, we claim that, given any ζ ∈ A(R n ; R n ), we have that ϕ(x + ζ(x)) ∈ A(R n ), or, equivalently, that ϕ(· + ζ(·)) ∈ C(K), if we view ζ and ϕ as extended to functions in C(K; R n ) and C(K), respectively. Indeed, the claim is a direct application of Theorem 2.1, since, viewed as a function on K, ϕ(· + ζ(·)) = ϕ • T (ζ(·), ·), where T : R n × K → R n is the continuous mapping extending the translations R n × R n → R n , (y, x) → x + y. Now, by the group property Φ(x, t + s) = Φ(Φ(x, t), s), it suffices to prove that Φ extends to a continuous mapping K × [−T, T ] → K, for T > 0 as small as we wish. Thus, we begin by recalling that Φ satisfies
and for, t ∈ [−T, T ], with T > 0 sufficiently small, we may obtain Φ using Banach fixed point theorem, as the limit of a sequence of continuous mappings
endowed with the metric
where Φ j is defined recursively by
Therefore, all that remains is to prove by induction that each Φ j extends to a continuous mapping K × [−T, T ] → K, for all j ∈ N. Indeed, for such mappings, convergence in the metric (2.7) clearly implies convergence in the topology generated by the family of pseudo-metrics
and, so, Φ, as the limit in the topology given by (2.9), of the sequence of continuous mappings
, and the uniform continuity of ϕ immediately implies that
, where as usual, we use freely the identification A(R n ) ∼ C(K). Finally, we have to check that the induction hypothesis that Φ j extends to a continuous mapping K × [−T, T ] → K, implies that Φ j+1 also extends to a continuos mapping K × [−T, T ] → K. Indeed, we first prove that, if Φ j extends to a continuous mapping
, and ζ ∈ C([−T, T ]; A(R n ; R n )). In fact, the integral from 0 to t defining ζ(·, t), may be defined as the limit of Riemann sums, each of which is clearly a function in A(R n ; R n ), and these Riemman sums converge uniformly in R n , by the assumption that Φ j extends as a continuous mapping
, by what has already been proved, and, by the uniform continuity of ϕ, ψ ∈ C([−T, T ]; A(R n )), which is the same to say that Φ j+1 extends to a continuous mapping
We close this section establishing a general result concerning algebras w.m.v. which will be used in our investigation on the homogenization of porous medium type equations in the last two sections of the present work. We first establish the following definition.
. . , n, we say that α ∈ R is a strongly regular value of ψ if there exists
(i) If α ∈ R is a strongly regular value of ψ, then
where K is the compact space given by Theorem 2.1 and m is the associated invariant probability measure on K.
(ii) If (2.12) m ({z ∈ K : |∇ψ(z)| = 0}) = 0, then (2.11) holds for all α ∈ R. In particular, this is the case if 0 is a strongly regular value of ∂ x k ψ, for some k ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Proof. We first prove item (i). By the hypotheses and the properties of the algebras w.m.v., we have that |∇ψ| ∈ A(R n ) and so it extends to a function in C(K). Since α is a strongly regular value of ψ, the sets A = {z ∈ K : ψ(z) = α} and B = {z ∈ K : |∇ψ(z)| = 0} are two disjoint compact subsets of K. Hence, there exists δ 0 > 0 such that
In particular, given any z ∈ A, there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that |∂ xj ψ(z)| > δ 0 /n. We claim that
where each S j k is the graph of a C 1 function defined on an open subset of the space of the n − 1 variables
Moreover, for each fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the sets S j k , k ∈ Z, are separated from each other along the lines parallel to the x j -axis by a distance greater than a positive number 2σ 0 , in the sense that, if x 1 ∈ S j k1 , x 2 ∈ S j k2 , k 1 = k 2 , and x 1 − x 2 = se j , where e j is the j-th element of the canonical basis, then |s| > 2σ 0 . Indeed, let (2.14)
By the Implicit Function Theorem, we have that A j is the union of a family of connected graphs of C 1 functions. Moreover, since ∂ xj ψ is uniformly continuous, there exists σ 0 such that |x − y| < σ 0 implies |∂ xj ψ(x) − ∂ xj ψ(y)| < δ 0 /2n. Therefore, by (2.14), any two points x, y ∈ A j lying both in one line parallel to the x j -axis must satisfy |x − y| > 2σ 0 . In particular, the set of connected graphs in A j is countable, since for each point in the hyperplane {x j = 0} with rational coordinates there corresponds at most a countable number of graphs whose projection in {x j = 0} contains that point. Now, given a connected graph contained in A j , by Zorn's lemma, we can obtain a maximal family of connected graphs in A j , containing the given graph, whose projections into the hyperplane {x j = 0} are disjoint from each other. We call this maximal family S j 1 . We then consider the family of connected graphs A j \ S j 1 and pick up a connected graph from it. Again by Zorn's lemma such graph belongs to a maximal family of connected graphs in A j \ S j 1 whose projections into the hyperplane {x j = 0} are pairwise disjoint. We call this maximal family S j 2 . We then consider the family of connected graphs
and, from it, we define a maximal family of connected graphs whose projections in the hyperplane {x j = 0} are pairwise disjoint, call this maximal family S j 3 , and so on. In this way, relabeling if necessary, we end up decomposing A j into a disjoint union, ∪ ∞ k=1 S j k , of maximal families of connected graphs whose projections in the hyperplane {x j = 0} do not intersect each other. Clearly, each such maximal family, S j k , maybe be viewed as a graph of a C 1 function defined on an open subset of the space of the variables x 1 , . . . , x j−1 , x j+1 , . . . , x n . By the proof it is clear also the assertion concerning the separation of the S j k , along lines parallel to e j . Let Φ : R n ×R → R n be the flow generated by ∇ψ, which, by Lemma 2.2, may be extended to a continuous mapping Φ :
Let ε 0 > 0 be such that the compact sets A ε = {z ∈ K : |ψ(z) − α| ≤ ε} satisfy A ε ⊆ V, for 0 < ε < ε 0 . Such ε 0 > 0 exists, by compactness arguments, since
The non-negative function ψ ε , so defined, is clearly an element of A(R n ), which is equal 1 on A, and whose support is A ε . We also have that A ε ⊆ V(τ 0 ). Indeed, given any x 1 ∈ A ε , assume for concreteness that ψ(x 1 ) < α, and let us consider the curve Φ(x 1 , t), for t ≥ 0, and the function
We have γ ′ (t) > δ 2 0 , while Φ(x 1 , t) ∈ V. So, either γ(t 0 ) = α, for some t 0 > 0, or Φ(x 1 , t) leaves V before γ achieves the value α, which is impossible since γ is increasing for 0 < t < t * , where t * is the least time in which Φ(x 1 , t) leaves V, and A ε ⊆ V, so Φ(x 1 , t) could not have left V without passing through A = {ψ = α}. Also, if x 0 ∈ A and x 1 = Φ(x 0 , t 0 ), then
Therefore,
). We have
, and clearly
again for some C > 0 depending only on ψ. Thus, we get that m(A) < Cε, and, since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we arrive at the desired conclusion, ending the proof of (i).
As for the proof of (ii), by assumption (2.12), we only need to prove that
Now, we claim that m(B l ) = 0, l = 1, 2, . . . . Indeed, the claim follows by arguments totally similar to those used in the proof of (i). The only nontrivial adaptation to be made, is that, instead of using the function ψ ε defined above, we shall now use the functioñ
We then get an inequality similar to (2.15) with A replaced by B l and ψ ε replaced byψ ε . We also define the analogues of S j k and V j k (τ ) and the remaining of the proof follows as in the proof of (i). It is also clear that, if 0 is a strongly regular value of ∂ x k ψ, for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then (2.12) holds, by (i). This finishes the proof.
Remark 2.4. In general, for any ψ in an algebra w.m.v. A(R n ), we trivially have m({z ∈ K : ψ(z) = α}) = 0, except for a countable set of α's. Nevertheless, in general we do not have any other information about the set of exceptional α's besides the fact that it is countable; in particular, it could be dense in R. However, we can use Lemma 2.3 to provide examples where the set of exceptional α's is empty. For instance, if ψ 0 is a C 2 periodic function in R n for which 0 is a regular value of ∇ψ 0 in the usual sense, then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, we know that the set {x ∈ R n : |∇ψ 0 (x)| = 0} has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero, and since ∇ψ 0 = 0 almost everywhere on the level sets {ψ 0 = α}, we conclude that all these level sets have n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Now, if A(R n ) is an algebra w.m.v. containing such a periodic function ψ 0 and ψ 1 , ∂ xi ψ 1 , ∂ 2 xixj ψ 1 ∈ A(R n ), i, j = 1, . . . , n, then, for δ > 0 sufficiently small, we have that ψ = ψ 0 + δψ 1 satisfies the hypotheses of the item (ii) of Lemma 2.3, and so the conclusion of (ii) holds for ψ.
3. Regular algebras w.m.v. and the Fourier-Stieltjes space FS(R n ).
In this section we introduce the concept of regular algebra w.m.v. and recall the definition and some basic properties of the Fourier-Stieltjes space introduced by the authors in [20] , which is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest known example of a regular algebra w.m.v..
For any f ∈ L ∞ (R n ), let us denote byf the Fourier transform of f defined as the following distribution
whereφ denotes the usual Fourier transform of φ, i.e.,
Given an algebra w.m.v. A, let us denote by V (A) the subspace formed by the elements f ∈ A such that
Also, let us denote by Z(A) the subset of those f ∈ A such that the distributionf has compact support not containing the origin 0, that is,
We collect in the following lemma some useful properties of the functions in Z(A), whose proof is found in [23] , p. 246.
Lemma 3.1 (cf. [23] ). Let A be an algebra w.m.v. in R n and f ∈ Z(A). Then:
where ∆ is the usual Laplace operator in R n ; u = f * ζ for certain smooth function ζ, fast decaying together with all its derivatives, satisfyinĝ
The fundamental result about ergodic algebras, proved by Zhikov and Krivenko [37] , is the following.
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [37] ). If A is an ergodic algebra, then Z(A) is dense in V (A) in the topology of the corresponding space B 2 .
The following immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1, established in [3] , will be used in Section 6 concerning the homogenization of a porous medium type equation.
Lemma 3.2 (cf. [3] ). Let A be an ergodic algebra in BUC(R n ) and h ∈ B 2 such that M (h∆f ) = 0 for all f ∈ A such that ∆f ∈ A. Then h is B 2 -equivalent to a constant. Proof. We are going to use the characterization of ergodic algebras provided by Lemma 2.1. Let f ∈ A. Clearly, to prove (2.4), we may assume M (f ) = 0. Now, since A is regular, given ε > 0, we may find
where we used Lemma 3.1(ii) for the last equality. This implies (2.4).
We next state a property of regular algebras w.m.v. which will be used in our application to homogenization of porous medium type equations on bounded domains in the final part of this paper. Lemma 3.3. Let A be a regular algebra w.m.v. If f ∈ V (A), then for any ε > 0 there exists a function u ε ∈ Z(A) satisfying the inequalities
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1(i) and Definition 3.1.
The space FS(R n ) studied in [20] provides a very encompassing example of a regular algebra w.m.v..
Definition 3.2.
The Fourier-Stieltjes space, denoted by FS(R n ), is the completion relatively to the sup-norm of the space of functions FS * (R n ) defined by
where by M * (R n ) we denote the space of complex-valued measures µ with finite total variation, i.e., |µ|(R n ) < ∞.
Recall that a subalgebra B ⊆ A is called an ideal of A if for any f ∈ A and g ∈ B we have f g ∈ B. Let C 0 (R n ) denote the closure of C ∞ c (R n ) with respect to the sup norm. The following result was established in [20] . Proposition 3.2 (cf. [20] ). FS(R n ) ⊆ BUC(R n ) and it is an algebra w.m.v. containing C 0 (R n ) as an ideal. Moreover, FS(R n ) is a regular algebra w.m.v. and the space PAP(R n ) of the perturbed almost periodic functions, defined as
is a closed strict subalgebra of FS(R n ).
Two-scale Young Measures
In this section we recall the theorem giving the existence of two-scale Young measures established in [3] . We begin by recalling the concept of vector-valued algebra with mean value.
Given a Banach space E and an algebra w.m.v. A, we denote by A(R n ; E) the space of functions f ∈ BUC(R n ; E) satisfying the following:
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [3] ). Let E be a Banach space, A an algebra w.m.v. and K be the compact associated with A. There is an isometric isomorphism between A(R n ; E) and C(K; E). Denoting by g → g the canonical map from A to C(K), the isomorphism associates to f ∈ A(R n ; E) the mapf ∈ C(K; E) satisfying
In particular, for each f ∈ A(R n ; E), f E ∈ A.
For 1 ≤ p < ∞, we define the space L p (K; E) as the completion of C(K; E) with respect to the norm · p , defined as usual,
As a standard procedure, we identify functions in L p that coincide m-a.e. in K. Similarly, we define the space B p (R n ; E) as the completion of A(R n ; E) with respect to the seminorm
identifying functions in the same equivalence class determined by the seminorm | · | p . Clearly, the isometric isomorphism given by Theorem 4.1 extends to an isometric isomorphism between B p (R n ; E) and L p (K; E). The next theorem gives the existence of two-scale Young measures associated with an algebra A. For the proof, we again refer to [3] .
Let Ω ⊆ R n be a bounded open set and {u ε (x)} ε>0 be a family of functions in L ∞ (Ω; K), for some compact metric space K. Theorem 4.2. Given any infinitesimal sequence {ε i } i∈N there exist a subnet {u ε i(d) } d∈D , indexed by a certain directed set D, and a family of probability measures on K, {ν z,x } z∈K,x∈Ω , weakly measurable with respect to the product of the Borel σ-algebras in K and R n , such that
Here Φ ∈ C (K; C 0 (Ω × K)) denotes the unique extension of Φ. Moreover, equality (4.2) still holds for functions Φ in the following function spaces:
As in the classical theory of Young measures we have the following consequence of Theorem 4.2.
be uniformly bounded and let ν z,x be a two-scale Young measure generated by a subnet {u ε(d) } d∈D , according to Theorem 4.2. Assume that U belongs either to
In Sections 6 and 7, we will need a result similar to Theorem 4.1, in which the corrector function U (z, x) does not belong to either of the spaces in the statement. Namely, we will need the following result.
be uniformly bounded and let ν z,x be a two-scale Young measure generated by a subnet
, and assume that
for a.e. x ∈ Ω, for all α ∈ E, where E is the set of discontinuity of G. Suppose, ν z,x = δ U(z,x) . Then
Proof. First, we observe that the values α ∈ R for which (4.4) does not hold, for a.e. x ∈ Ω, form a countable set. Indeed, since Ω is bounded and m(K) = 1, for each k ∈ N, there can be only a finite number of such values α ∈ R for which
and so the assertion follows. Since G ∈ BV loc (R), the lateral limits lim s→s0± G(s) exist, for all s ∈ R, and, so, by (4.4), we may assume that G is left-continuous. Also, by the properties of functions in BV loc (R) (cf., e.g., [19] ), we know that, in any compact interval of I ⊆ R, G may be written as G = G 1 − G 2 where G 1 and G 2 are monotone non-decreasing functions in I. We may take I such that θ(z, x) ∈ I, for all z ∈ K, for a.e. x ∈ Ω. On the other hand, each G i , i = 1, 2, is the uniform limit in I of a monotone increasing sequence of piecewise constant nondecreasing functions. The discontinuities of such piecewise constant functions may be suitably located at points α satisfying (4.4). Therefore, it suffices to prove the statement assuming that G is such a piecewise constant nondecreasing function. We may simplify further and consider G as a piecewise constant function with only one discontinuity point, α * .
So, given δ > 0, let us consider a continuous function ζ δ : R → R, satisfying 0 ≤ ζ δ ≤ 1, ζ δ (s) = 1, for |s − α * | < δ, and ζ δ (s) = 0, for |s − α * | ≥ 2δ. Let us denote
by the dominated convergence theorem, because of condition (4.4). Therefore, given γ > 0, we may choose δ 0 > 0 sufficiently small such that, for δ < δ 0 ,
Hence, lim sup
and, by Theorem 4.2, since ν z,x = δ U(z,x) ,
Since γ > 0 is arbitrary, we arrive at (4.5), which finishes the proof.
Some results about a porous medium type equation
In this section, we review some results about an initial-boundary value problem for a porous medium type equation which will be used later. More specifically, let Ω ⊆ R
n be an open set, possibly unbounded, with smooth boundary we consider the following initial-boundary value problem
Concerning the initial data, we assume
For the purposes of this paper, we consider two types of functions f (x, u) according to the following definitions.
Definition
We will also consider the problem (5.1)-(5.3) when f (x, u) is of the type described in the following definition.
Definition 5.2. We say that the function f (x, u) is of type 2 if f (x, u) = h(x)F (u) + S(x), where: (f2.1) F : R → R is locally Lipschitz continuous, nondecreasing, F (0) = 0, and lim u→±∞ F (u) = ±∞. For definiteness, we assume that F is not strictly increasing.
, that is, they belong, together with their derivatives up to second order, to L ∞ (Ω), and
Observe that, for F satisfying (f2.1) we may define G(r) = min{u : F (u) = r}, and we have F (G(r)) = r, for all r ∈ R, and G(F (u)) = u if u / ∈ F −1 (E), where E := {r ∈ R : G is discontinuous at r}. Remark 5.2. Concerning the homogeneous boundary condition in (5.3), we remark that all discussion make in this section about this homogeneous problem can be immediately extended, with only minor adaptations, to apply to the corresponding non-homogeneous problem formed replacing (5.
. Considering this more general boundary condition would have the convenient feature of allowing us to dispense with both assumptions (f1.2) and (f2.3), which could be achieved in general by replacing a given f (x, u) by anotherf (x, u) = f (x, u) − ϕ(x), where ϕ(x) is a harmonic function on Ω that satisfies ϕ(x) = f (x, 0), for x ∈ ∂Ω.
In the case where f (x, u) is of type 1, since f (x, ·) is (strictly) increasing, for each x, then the equation (5.1) is only mildly degenerate, in other words, it still belongs to the "non-degenerate" class, in the classification of [6] . Nevertheless, it is degenerate in the sense that f u (x, ·) can vanish on a set N ⊆ R, provided N does not contain a non-empty open interval. The simplest and prototypical example is the classical porous medium equation, for which f (x, u) = u|u| γ , γ > 0. We remark that for the latter, due to a comparison principle, we can always guarantee that u(x, t) ≥ 0 if u 0 (x) ≥ 0, which is physically desirable. For this reason, we can view f (u) = u γ+1 , u ≥ 0, as defined in R, trivially extended as u|u| γ . This motivates our choice of taking f (x, ·) as defined in the whole R, which is a matter of convenience. On the other hand, if f (x, u) is of type 2, then the equation (5.1) falls into the degenerate class in the classification of [6] .
The study of the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for general quasilinear degenerate parabolic equations starts with Volpert and Hudjaev [35] , for initial data in BV , where the L 1 -stability was achieved completely only in the isotropic case, that is, for a diagonal viscosity matrix. The results in [35] were extended to the initial boundary value problem in [36] . Well-posedness in the isotropic case with initial data in L ∞ was established by Carrillo [6] in the homogeneous case where the coefficients do not explicitly depend on (x, t). A purely L 1 well-posedness theory for the homogeneous anisotropic case was established by Chen and Perthame in [10] . The latter was extended to the non-homogeneous anisotropic case in [9] . We refer to the bibliography in the cited papers for a more complete list of references on the subject. Equation (5.1) is a particular case of a degenerate non-homegeneous isotropic equation and, as we said above, in the case where f (x, u) is of type 1, its degeneration is of a mild type which makes its study a bit simpler than that of the general degenerate equation. On the other hand, in the case where f (x, u) is of type 2, equation (5.1) is a particular case of a strongly degenerate parabolic equation. Here we will review the analysis of such equations for f belonging to both types in order to introduce some notations and some particular results that will be needed in our study of the homogenization of porous medium type equations in Section 6. For the stability results, in the type 1 case, we follow closely the analysis in [6] and show which adaptations of the results in [6] need to be made in order to handle the explicit dependence on x of f . Still for the stability results, in the type 2 case, we borrow as well some ideas from [24] , which in turn is also based on the analysis of [6] .
For the existence of solutions, which follows from the compactness of the sequence of solutions of regularized (nondegenerate) problems, we introduce here a method which is motivated by Kruzkhov [26] . We remark that recently Panov [31] has obtained a very general compactness result that, in particular, would imply the one proved here. However the techniques used in [31] are out of the scope of the present paper and we think it is appropriate here to provide a simple and direct proof of this compactness result. {u(x, t)ϕ t (x, t) − ∇f (x, u(x, t)) · ∇ϕ(x, t)} dx dt + Ω u 0 (x)ϕ(x, 0) dx = 0.
Remark 5.3. In the case of a non-homogeneous boundary condition f (x, u(x, t)) = β(x), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, ∞), for some β ∈ C(Ω) ∩ H 
loc (Ω)), so that the equality (5.5) is equivalent to
Let H δ : R → R be the approximation of the function sgn given by
for s > δ, s δ , for |s| ≤ δ,
Given a nondecreasing Lipschitz continuous function ϑ : R → R and k ∈ R, we define
Concerning the function B k ϑ , we will make use of the following lemma which is a version of a lemma in [6] , whose proof remains essentially the same and for which, therefore, we refer to [6] , lemma 4, p.324.
Lemma 5.1. Let u ∈ L ∞ (Q) be a weak solution of (5.1)-(5.3). Then, for a.e. t ∈ (0, +∞), we have
Let us denote
Next we state and prove a lemma which is also an adaptation of a similar result in [6] , lemma 5, p.329.
Lemma 5.2 (Entropy production term: type 1 case). Let u ∈ L
∞ (Q) be a weak solution of the problem (5.1)-
Proof. By the Lemma 5.1, we have
Since u is a weak solution and H δ (f (x, u) − f (y, k))ϕ is a test function for each fixed y and k, we get
This equality with the previous one gives
and this yields (5.7).
Now, we establish a result which is the analogue of Lemma 5.2 for the case where f is of type 2.
Lemma 5.3 (Entropy production term: type 2 case
). Let u ∈ L ∞ (Q) be a weak solution of (5.1)-(5.3) with u 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω). If f is of type 2, then Q |u − k|ϕ t − ∇|f (x, u) − f (x, k)| · ∇ϕ − sgn(u − k)∆f (x, k)ϕ dx dt (5.8) = lim δ→0 Q h(x)|∇F (u)| 2 H ′ δ (F (u) − F (k))ϕ dx dt, for all k ∈ R such that F (k) / ∈ E and 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (Q).
Proof. Similarly to what was done in Lemma 5.2, we have
So, in order to obtain (5.8), it suffices to show that the first integral on the right-hand side of the expression above goes to 0 as δ → 0. For this, define
A simple computation shows that
Since lim δ→0 F δ (z) = 0 and lim δ→0 G δ (z) = 0 for all z, we have lim δ→0 I δ = 0. 
The following theorem is a central tool in our analysis of the homogenization problem for porous medium type equation in Sections 6 and 7. Its proof follows from (5.7), by using doubling of variables, and the trick of completing the square in [6] , theorem 13, p. 339. Of particular importance for our homogenization study in Section 6 will be the formula (5.11) below, which holds in the special case when one of the entropy solutions is stationary. We give the detailed proof here for the reader's convenience. 
(ii) If u 2 is a stationary solution, then
Proof.
1. In what follows, we use the abridged notation u 1 = u 1 (x, t) and u 2 = u 2 (y, s). We begin by proving (5.10) in the case where f is of type 1. For this, we apply (5.7) to u 1 , to obtain
for all k ∈ R and for all 0 ≤ φ ∈ C ∞ c (Q 2 ). Setting k = u 2 and integrating in y, s, we obtain
Now, applying (5.7) to u 2 , taking k = u 1 and integrating in x, t, we obtain
Now, we note that
and so we have
Making (5.12) minus (5.15) yields
Further, adding (5.13) and (5.14) gives
Now, adding (5.16) and (5.17) we obtain
We then use test functions as φ(x, t, y, s) := ϕ(
2 ), where 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (Q), and ρ k , θ l are classical approximations of the identity in R n and R, respectively, as in the doubling of variables method. Hence, letting k → ∞ first, later δ → 0 and then letting l → ∞, we obtain (5.10) for f of type 1.
2. Now, assume that the function f is of type 2 and define the sets
Observe that
Let φ be as in step 1. Using the Definition 5.4, taking k = u 2 and integrating over E 2 , we get
where (∆f )(x, u) := n i=1 f xixi (x, u). Now, by applying Lemma 5.3 for u 1 , taking k = u 2 (y, s) such that (y, s) / ∈ E 2 , integrating over Q \ E 2 and adding to (5.22), we have
By arguing in a similar way for u 2 we can prove that
we obtain, taking into account (5.19)-(5.21) .26) 4. Multiplying (5.26) by −1 and adding to (5.23), we get
Similarly with respect to (5.25) and (5.24),
Finally, adding the last two inequalities yields
which is equivalent to
Now, observe that
Taking φ(x, t, y, s) := ϕ(
2 ) as in the step 1, the previous inequality shows that I δ 1 → 0 when k → ∞ uniformly in δ. Similarly, we can prove that I 2 → 0 as k → ∞. Moreover,
where, like above, the first integral goes to 0 as k → ∞ and it is easy to check that the second one goes to
as k, l → ∞. Finally, using this facts and taking k, l → ∞ in (5.29), we obtain (5.10) for f of type 2.
5. To obtain (5.11), we observe that if u 2 is stationary solution then B u1 ϑ δ (y, u 2 ; x) and B u2 ϑ δ (x, u 1 ; y) are independent of s and so, we can write the trivial equality where both members are null
Combining the previous equality in (5.18), we have
Now, using test functions as above and letting k, l → ∞, we get (5.11).
Remark 5.4. As usual, we denote (s) ± := max{±s, 0}. The same arguments in the above proof lead to an inequality similar to (5.10), with
, H δ , respectively. We thus obtain (5.30)
where we mean one inequality holding with (·) + and another holding for (·) − . Moreover, to obtain (5.30) we only need that u i ∈ L ∞ (Q) satisfies (5.5), if f is of type 1, or (5.9), if f is of type 2, and 
Proof. Taking ϕ(x, t) = δ h (t)ξ R (x), with 0 ≤ δ h ∈ C ∞ c ((0, +∞)) in (i) of Theorem (5.1), we obtain
where we use that |∆ξ R | = λ 1 ξ R and the Lipschitz condition on f (x, u). We define
Then, using a suitable sequence of functions δ h and letting h → 0, we arrive at
Hence, we may apply Gronwall's lemma to conclude the proof of (5.31).
Remark 5.5. Noting that (f (x, u 1 ) − f (x, u 2 )) ± ≤ C(u 1 − u 2 ) ± , respectively, and using Remark 5.4 we see that the same arguments show that 
a.e. t ∈ (0, ∞), respectively, the latter meaning the trace on ∂Ω for functions in H 1 loc (Ω). The above remark immediately implies the following result.
, if f is of type 1, or (5.9), if f is of type 2, and, in either case,
Our next goal is to prove the existence of an entropy solution for (5.1)-(5.3) .
We consider the following regularized version of (5.1)-(5.3),
and χ Ωσ is the characteristic function of the set Ω σ := {x ∈ Ω : dist(x; ∂Ω) > σ}. We also prescribe a regularized initial data
The existence and uniqueness of a classical solution of (5.35),(5.36),(5.37), for σ > 0, with u 0,σ defined by (5.38), is proved, for example, in [29] .
Following Kruzhkov's ideas in [26] , we now establish the following result, which gives the pre-compactness in L 1 loc (Q) of the classical solutions u σ , when f is of type 2. It will be convenient to use again ξ R , defined just before Theorem 5.2. 
with M 0 independent of σ, and, for any R > 0, T > 0, and |y| < δ, with δ sufficiently small,
where the constant
. Moreover, for some constant M > 0 independent of σ, for any R > 0, 0 ≤ t < T , we have
Proof. The uniform boundedness stated in (5.39) is obtained by direct application of Corollary 5.1, and Remark 5.5, by comparing u σ with the stationary solutions g σ (x, ±M ), where g σ (x, f σ (x, α)) = α, since we may take M > 0 large enough so that
where, for simplicity of notation, we denote u σ by u, f
. We fix a number T > 0 and let
. Now, taking 0 < t 0 ≤ T , multiplying the equation (5.42) by g k , integrating by parts and summing over k from 1 to n, we get
Now we define ϕ k h , k = 1, · · · , n, as the solution of the (backward) initial-boundary value problem
where χ A denotes, as usual, the indicator function of the set A, and Ω 2h := { x ∈ Ω : dist(x, ∂Ω) > 2h }, and ρ h = h −n ρ(h −1 x), and 0 ≤ ρ ∈ C c (R n ) is a standard symmetric mollifier satisfying supp ρ ⊆ {x : |x| ≤ 1} and R n ρ dx = 1. Now, observe that
Since f is of type 2, clearly, for γ 0 sufficiently small,
for all (x, u) ∈Ω × R. Therefore, using Cauchy inequality and summing over k, we arrive at
2. In this step, we prove that
We begin by defining L(v) :
, and observing that (5.46) implies L(w) ≥ 0. From the latter, it follows by the maximum principle that
We will use the maximum principle to prove that w ≤ q. This is obviously true inside the cone |x| ≤ t 0 − t, where q ≥ 1. We also note that
which yields L(w − q) ≥ 0. It is easily seen that
Then, the claim follows by the maximum principle (cf., e.g., [32] ).
for m ∈ N, and take
Thus, letting m → ∞ first and then letting h → 0, we obtain an estimate of the form
for all t 0 ∈ [0, T ], where, in particular, the right-hand side does not depend on σ. Consequently, we get
for some c 1 independent of σ, which gives (5.40). 4. To prove (5.41), we first note that from (5.39) and the hypotheses on f , we know that there exists
and for all σ > 0. Now, fix t, s, σ and set
and this implies
Taking φ = (sgn w) * ρ δ , with sgn w extended by 0 outside Ω, and observing that ∇φ ∞ ≤ c δ , ∆φ ∞ ≤ c δ 2 and φ ∞ ≤ 1, where c only depends on the dimension, we get
and
Hence,
Thus, we conclude from (5.49) and from (5.48) that
for all 0 < δ < 1, which completes the proof. Proof. 1. We first treat the case where f (x, u) is of type 1 and
We claim that g σ (x, v) converges locally uniformly in Ω × R to g(x, v) satisfying g(x, f (x, u)) = u and f (x, g(x, v)) = v.
Indeed, by construction f σ (x, u) clearly converges locally uniformly to f (x, u). Now, given any compact K ⊆ Ω and a bounded interval I ⊆ R, g σ (x, v) is uniformly bounded on K ×I, by (5.50), and, so, g σ (x, v) ∈ J, for some bounded interval J, for (x, v) ∈ K × I. Now, for σ sufficiently close to 0, f σ (x, u) is arbitrarily close to f (x, u), uniformly for (x, u) ∈ K × J. Therefore, given ε ′ > 0, there exists σ 0 > 0, such that,
∈ Ω × (0, ∞). We multiply (5.51) by e −|x| ∂ t v σ , integrate over Ω, and we use the fact that g
By Gronwall inequality we then obtain
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , for some C(T ) > 0 independent of σ, for all T > 0. Inequality (5.53), indicates that v σ is uniformly bounded in W 1,2 loc (Ω × (0, ∞)). Therefore, by the well known Sobolev embedding, we may extract a subsequence of v σ (x, t), still denoted by
3. Now, we assume f (x, u) is of type 2 and u 0 ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω). By Theorem 5.3, for each t > 0, {u σ (t)} σ>0 is a sequence uniformly bounded in BV loc (Ω), and it is an equicontinuous family in C([0, T ]; L 1 loc (Ω)). Therefore, by the well known compactness of the embedding BV loc (Ω) ⊆ L 1 loc (Ω) (see, e.g., [19] 
4. In this step we prove that, for any R > 0,
(Ω ∩ B(0; R))) by a constant C(R, T, u 0 ∞ ), depending only on R, T, u 0 ∞ , in particular, not depending on ∇u 0 ∞ .
For this, we multiply (5.35) by f σ (x, u σ (x, t))e −|x| and integrate in Ω × (0, T ), using iteration by parts to get
and so
for all 0 < σ < 1, as claimed. In particular, f σ (x, u σ (x, t)) is uniformly bounded in L 0, ∞) ). We then easily conclude that the limit u ∈ L ∞ (Ω × (0, ∞)) of the sequence u k is an entropy solution of (5.1)-(5.3).
We close this section by establishing an elementary result which will be needed in the following sections.
Lemma 5.4. Let f (x, u) be either of type 1 or type 2, and let g(x, v) be the function left-continuous on v determined by the relation f (x, g(x, v)) = v, for all x ∈ Ω, v ∈ R. Then, lim v→±∞ g(x, v) = ±∞, uniformly in x.
Proof. Let us prove that lim v→+∞ g(x, v) = +∞ uniformly in x. From (f1.1), when f of type 1, or (f2.1), when f is of type 2, there exist
for all x, and, since g(x, ·) is increasing, we have g(x, v) > M for all v > 3CM ′ , uniformly in x. This concludes the proof that lim v→+∞ g(x, v) = +∞ uniformly in x; the proof that lim v→−∞ g(x, v) = −∞, uniformly in x, is completely similar.
Homogenization of Porous Medium Type Equations: Unbounded domains, general ergodic algebras and well-prepared initial data
In this and the next sections, we consider the following homogenization problem (6.1)
is locally Lipschitz, uniformly with respect to (x, z), and, for each (x, u) ∈ Ω × R, f (x, ·, u) ∈ A(R n ), where A(R n ) is some given ergodic algebra. Here, as in the previous section, Ω ⊆ R
n is an open set, possibly unbounded, with smooth boundary.
In this section we will be concerned with the case where A(R n ) may be a general ergodic algebra, but we will need to restrict our initial data to the class of well-prepared ones, which we will define subsequently. Following the discussion in the previous section, we consider two different situations, according to whether, for all ε > 0, f ε (x, u) := f (x, x ε , u) is of type 1 or of type 2, as defined in the previous section. For the first situation, we have the following assumption. (h1.1) In the case where f ε (x, u) is of type 1, for all ε > 0, we assume that f (·, z, ·) satisfies (f1.1) uniformly with respect to z ∈ R n , and f (x, z, 0) = 0, for all (x, z) ∈ ∂Ω × R n . Also, let g(x, z, v) be such that g(x, z, f (x, z, u)) = u and f (x, z, g(x, z, v)) = v, so that g :Ω × R n × R → R is a continuous function. We assume that, for each (
We define the functionḡ :Ω × R → R by
where K, m are the compact space and the invariant measure associated with the ergodic algebra A(R n ), andf :Ω× → R by (6.3)ḡ(x,f (x, u)) = u.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. If f ε (x, u) is of type 1 for all ε > 0 and (h1.1) holds, thenf :Ω × R → R, defined by (6.3), is of type 1.
Proof. We first observe that the functionḡ :Ω × R → R, defined in (6.2) is continuous onΩ × R, which follows directly from the continuity of g. Clearly, from the fact that g is strictly increasing in v, it follows thatḡ is strictly increasing in v, and so,f is well defined by (6.3), and, from the continuity ofḡ, we deduce the continuity off onΩ × R. Indeed, since (f1.1) holds for f (·, z, ·), uniformly in z ∈ R n , the assertion of Lemma 5.4 also holds for g(·, z, ·) uniformly in z ∈ R n , and, hence, also forḡ(x, v). In particular,ḡ(x, v) remains bounded if, and only if, v remains confined on a bounded subset of R, uniformly for x ∈Ω. Thence, from (6.3), if ((x k , u k )) k∈N is a sequence inΩ × R, converging to (x * , u * ), then (f (x k , u k )) k∈N remains bounded, and, passing to any converging subsequence, still denoted (f (x k , u k )), we conclude thatf (x k , u k ) must converge tof (x * , u * ), which means that the whole sequencef (x k , u k ) converges tof (x * , u * ), proving the continuity off inΩ × R. We also see that lim u→±∞f (x, u) = ±∞, uniformly with respect to x ∈Ω, since this is true forḡ, as we have just seen, and we may apply the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.4.
As for the local Lipschitz continuity off (x, ·), uniformly with respect to x ∈Ω, we have the following. Given any M > 0, let K > 0 be such that f (x, z, −K) ≤f (x, −M ) and f (x, z, K) ≥f (x, M ), for all (x, z) ∈Ω × K, and let C > 0 be the uniform Lipschitz constant of f (x, z, ·) on the interval [−K, K], for all (x, z) ∈Ω × K. We have
Therefore, for u 1 , u 2 ∈ [−M, M ], using the monotonicity of g(x, z, ·), we get
for all x ∈Ω, which concludes the proof.
Let us now analyze the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0.
(h2.1) In the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, we assume that f (x, z, u) = h(x, z)F (u) + S(x, z), with F satisfying (f2.1), h ε , S ε satisfying (f2.2), (f2.3), for each ε > 0, where h ε (x) := h(x, x ε ), S ε (x) := S(x, x ε ), and we assume further that h, S :Ω × R n → R are bounded continuous functions, with h(x, z) > δ 0 > 0 for all (x, z) ∈Ω × R n , and S(x, z) = 0 for all (x, z) ∈ ∂Ω × R n . Moreover, for each x ∈Ω, h(x, ·), S(x, ·) belong to a given ergodic algebra A(R n ).
We define g(x, z, v) :
, where G : R → R is the right-continuous function satisfying F (G(v)) = v, as in Definition 5.2, and we let E be the (countable) set of discontinuities of G. We assume further that, for all α ∈ E, setting ψ α (x, z) := αh(x, z) + S(x, z), we have
We remark that Lemma 2.3 gives sufficient conditions in order for ψ α to satisfy (6.5). More specifically, the item (ii) in the statement of Lemma 2.3, for example, asserts that the condition is satisfied if, for each
We recall also that E is countable and may be viewed also as a bounded set, since we will be dealing with sequences of functions assuming values in a fixed bounded interval of R.
Assumption (6.5), in (h2.1), makes it possible to defineḡ again by (6.2), and we have the following.
Lemma 6.2. In the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, and (h2.1) holds,ḡ(x, ·) : R → R is strictly increasing and continuous, for any x ∈Ω, with lim v→±∞ḡ (x, v) = ±∞, uniformly with respect to x ∈Ω. Moreover,f :Ω × R → R, defined by (6.3), is of type 1.
Proof. The fact thatḡ(x, ·) is strictly increasing follows directly from the definition, since g(x, z, ·) is strictly increasing, while the fact that it is continuous follows from an easy application of the dominated convergence theorem, as a consequence of (6.5). The proofs of the facts thatf (x, ·) is locally Lipschitz continuous, uniformly with respect to x ∈Ω, and that lim u→±∞f (x, u) = ±∞, uniformly with respect to x ∈Ω, are similar to the proofs of the corresponding assertions for the case where f ε (x, u) is of type 1, for all ε > 0.
Concerning the initial data, in the case where f ε is of type 1, for all ε > 0, we assume
while, in the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, we assume
The particular form of the initial data prescribed in (h1.2) and (h2.2) is sometimes summarized by saying that the initial data are well-prepared.
We define
Observe that, by the hypotheses (h1.2), when f is of type 1, or (h2.2), when f is of type 2, (6.6) is equivalent toū 0 (x) =ḡ(φ 0 (x)). For each α ∈ R, we define
In the proof of Theorem 6.1 below, we will use the fact that Φ α (x, x ε ) trivially satisfies (5.5), with f replaced by f ε , if f ε is of type 1, for all ε > 0, or (5.9), with f replaced by f ε , if f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, and, obviously,
. Therefore, it satisfies the assumptions in Remark 5.4. In particular, given any entropy solution of (6.1), u ε (x, t), we may apply Corollary 5.1, for u 1 (x, t) = u ε (x, t) and u 2 (x, t) = Φ α (x, x ε ), as long as (5.34) is verified. Theorem 6.1. Let u ε (x, t) be the entropy solution of (6.1). For f ε of type 1, assume that (h1.1), (h1.2) hold; for f ε of type 2, assume that (h2.1) and (h2.2) hold. Then u ε weak star converge in L ∞ (Q) toū(x, t), where the latter is the entropy solution to the problem
Moreover, we have
Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of theorem 7.1 in [3] with slight modifications, we will only outline the main steps of it, although we believe the sketch presented here will be enough for a complete understanding, in a self-contained way. In any case, for details omitted here, we refer the reader to [3] . The case where f ε is of type 2 will demand some specific considerations which are fully provided here. 1. First, we observe that the weak solutions u ε , ε > 0, of (6.1) are bounded uniformly with respect to ε in L ∞ (Q). Indeed, we note that if α 1 , α 2 are such that α 1 ≤ φ 0 (x) ≤ α 2 for x ∈ R, we have
So, choosing adequately α 1 , α 2 ∈ R in (6.10), by the comments made just before the statement, we may apply Corollary 5.1 to get
Using the flexibility provided by the presence of the test function φ in (6.26), we get to replace α by φ 0 (x) in (6.26), then getting (6.23).
5. Therefore, using the definition of µ x,t , we deduce that ν z,x,t = δ g(x,z,f(x,ū(x,t))) , and so by Theorem 4.2
Finally, in the case where f ε is of type 1, for all ε > 0, using Lemma 4.1, or, in the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, using Lemma 4.2, we obtain (6.9), which finishes the proof.
7. Homogenization of Porous medium type equations: Bounded domains, regular algebras w.m.v. and general initial data
In this section we address the same homogenization problem as in the last section, but here we drop the restriction that the initial data should be well-prepared, allowing a general initial data. However, we have to compromise and restrict ourselves to bounded domains. Besides, the method used in the homogenization analysis here, which completely differs from the technique used in the last section, only allows us to consider ergodic algebras which are regular algebras w.m.v. We will also need a further mild restriction on the pressure function f in order to obtain the corresponding corrector property. Namely, we will need to assume the strict convexity ofḠ(x, ·), for all x ∈ Ω, whereḠ is defined in (7.17) below.
So, in this section we only assume the following on the initial data:
We will use the concept and some basic facts about viscosity solutions of fully nonlinear parabolic equations. We refer to [11] for a general exposition of the theory of viscosity solutions of fully-nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations.
Before stating the theorem, let us introduce the following notations. Given a function h ∈ L ∞ (Ω), we denote by ∆ −1 h the solution of the boundary value problem (7.2) ∆v(x) = h(x), x ∈ Ω, v(x) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.
Theorem 7.1. Consider the problem (6.1). Assume that, for each fixed ε > 0, f ε (x, u) is either of type 1 and satisfies (h1.1) or it is of type 2 and satisfies (h2.1), where A(R n ) is a regular algebra w.m.v., while u 0 (x, z) satisfies (7.1). Let u ε (x, t) be the entropy solution of (6.1). Then, as ε → 0, u ε weak star converges in L ∞ (Ω × [0, ∞)) to the entropy solution,ū(x, t), of the problem (6.8). Moreover, we have Proof. 1. The fact that the solutions of (6.1) form a uniformly bounded sequence in L ∞ (Q), was established in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
2. Now, let us make a general observation concerning problem (5.1)-(5.3), under assumptions (f1.1)-(f1.2), or (f2.1)-(f2.3), for f of type 1 or type 2, respectively. So, let u be the entropy solution of (5.1)-(5.3) and, for each t ∈ [0, ∞), let U (·, t) := ∆ −1 u(·, t). We claim that U is the viscosity solution of (7.4)      ∂ t U − f (x, ∆U ) = 0, (x, t) ∈ Q, U (x, 0) = U 0 (x), x ∈ Ω, U (x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, ∞),
where U 0 = ∆ −1 u 0 . Indeed, let u σ be the smooth solution of the corresponding regularized problem (5.35)-(5.37). For each t ∈ [0, ∞), let U σ (·, t) := ∆ −1 u σ (·, t). Since u σ and U σ are smooth, it is clear that the latter is the (viscosity) solution of (7.5)
σ (x, ∆U ) = 0, (x, t) ∈ Q, U (x, 0) = U 0,σ (x), x ∈ Ω, U (x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, ∞),
where U 0,σ = ∆ −1 u 0,σ . Since {u σ (x, t)} 0<σ<1 is uniformly bounded in L ∞ (Ω × [0, ∞)), we easily see that the U σ (x, t) form a uniformly bounded sequence in L ∞ ([0, ∞); W 2,p (Ω)) for all p ∈ (1, ∞). On the other hand, from (7.5), we easily deduce that |U σ (x, t) − U σ (x, s)| ≤ C|t − s| for all x ∈ Ω for some constant C > 0, independent of σ. Hence, we see that U σ is uniformly bounded in W 1,∞ (Q). In particular, there from which it follows f (x, ∆ϕ(x,t)) − 2δ ′ ≤ f x, z, ∆ϕ(x,t) + ∆v δ (z) ≤f (x, ∆ϕ(x,t)) + 2δ ′ , for σ > 0 sufficiently small, sincef σ converges pointwise tof , where we set v δ := v σ,δ . Here we use (h2.4), in case f is of type 2, which implies thatf is strictly increasing inΩ × I andū(x, t) assumes values in I, so that we may assume thatf (x, ·) is strictly increasing in R, and sof σ converges everywhere tof . Take ρ > 0 be small enough, and let (x j , t j ) ∈ Q, be a point of maximum of
where we denote U j = U εj , such that (x j , t j ) → (x,t), as j → ∞. Such sequence (x j , t j ) exists since U j converges locally uniformly toŪ and v δ is bounded. We have ϕ t (x j , t j ) − f x j , x j ε j , ∆ϕ(x j , t j ) + ∆v δ ( x j ε j ) + ρ ≤ 2ρ|t − t j |, and f x, x j ε j , ∆ϕ(x,t) + ∆v δ ( x j ε j ) ≤f (x, ∆ϕ(x,t)) + 2δ ′ , which, after addition, gives ϕ t (x,t) −f (x, ∆ϕ(x,t)) ≤ O(|x j −x| + |t − t j |) + O(ρ) + 2δ ′ .
Hence, letting j → ∞ first, and then letting ρ, δ ′ → 0, we obtain ϕ t (x,t) −f (x, ∆ϕ(x,t)) ≤ 0.
The reverse inequality, whenŪ − ϕ has a local minimum at (x,t), follows in an entirely similar way, which concludes the proof of the claim. 5. By the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of (7.8) (see for instance [11] , Theorem 8.2), we conclude that the whole sequence U ε (x, t) converges locally uniformly toŪ (x, t). Letū := ∆Ū . Given any ϕ ∈ C Consequently, u ε (x, t) converges in the weak star topology of L ∞ (Q) toū = ∆Ū (x, t). Now, letũ be the entropy solution of (6.8). LetŨ := ∆ −1ũ
. As it was done above, we easily prove thatŨ is the viscosity solution of (7.8) . Therefore,Ũ ≡Ū , and soũ =ū. This proves the first assertion in the statement of the theorem.
6. Now, we observe that, for each ε > 0, the identity Given φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Q), we take ϕ = ∆ −1 φ in (7.11), use u ε = ∆U ε and integration by parts, to obtain that (7.12) Q U ε φ t + f (x, x ε , ∆U ε )φ dx dt = 0, which follows from the convexity of G * (x, z, ·) and the fact that u ε (x, t) ∈ ∂G * (x, x ε , v ε (x, t)), it follows by Theorem 4.1 that, for all φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Q), we have (7.20) Q K µ x,z,t , G * (x, z, ·) φ(x, t) dm(z) dx dt ≤ QḠ * (x,v(x, t))φ(x, t) dx dt. Now, since v ε (x, t) is uniformly bounded in L 2 ((0, T ); H 1 0 (Ω)), for all T > 0, for any ζ ∈ C 1 (R), φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Q), and ϕ ∈ A(R n ), such that ∂ zi ϕ, ∂ 2 zizj ϕ ∈ A(R n ), i, j = 1, · · · , n, we have Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, using Lemma 3.2, we conclude that µ x,z,t =μ x,t := K µ x,z,t dm(z), for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Q and m-a.e. z ∈ K. But then, by (7.20), we have (7.22) Q μ x,t ,Ḡ * (x, ·) φ(x, t) dx dt ≤ QḠ * (x,v(x, t))φ(x, t) dx dt.
But, sincev(x, t) = R λ dμ x,t (λ), for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Q, from Jensen inequality it follows that (7.23)
Q μ x,t ,Ḡ * (x, ·) φ(x, t) dx dt ≥ QḠ * (x,v(x, t))φ(x, t) dx dt, and so we have the equality (7.24)
Q μ x,t ,Ḡ * (x, ·) φ(x, t) dx dt = QḠ * (x,v(x, t))φ(x, t) dx dt, which, from the strict convexity ofḠ * (x, ·) (see (7.18)), for x ∈ Q, implies that (7.25) µ x,z,t = δv (x,t) , for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Q and m-a.e. z ∈ K.
8. Now, using the definition of µ x,z,t , and the fact that, for m-a.e. z ∈ K and a.e. x ∈ Ω, g(x, z, f (x, z, u)) = u, for all u, where for f ε of type 2 we use (6.5) in (h2.1), we arrive at (7.26) ν x,z,t = δ g(x,z,f(x,u(x,t))) , for m-a.e. z ∈ K, and a.e. (x, t) ∈ Q.
Finally, in the case where f ε is of type 1, for all ε > 0, using Lemma 4.1, or, in the case where f ε is of type 2, for all ε > 0, using Lemma 4.2, we obtain (7.3), which finishes the proof. 
